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year1.ellington@

school360.co.uk 

Foundation Subjects: 

   Monday afternoon Science: Finding out about different objects and identify the materials they are 

made from. Look for different objects in your home and say what materials have been used to make 

them. 

 Tuesday afternoon History/PHSE: Find out about Remembrance Day. Watch CBeebies animation. And 

make Poppy pictures. 

  Wednesday afternoon Art: Find out about Andy Goldsworthy and try to make some leaf pictures or 

natural sculptures like he does. (continued from last week) 

 PE: Cosmic Kids yoga.  
 Geography Find out about living in the countryside and living in a city or town. Share the story of Town Mouse and Country 

Mouse. Find out the name of the place where they live and find out about the capital city of London 

                                                                       
 

 

English:  

  Monday: phonemes ee Letters and Sounds lesson You Tube and oi Letters and Sounds You Tube Year 1  

Letter formation revising handwriting families and recognise which letters belong to each family. 

Spellings to learn. 

  Tuesday: Letter formation revising handwriting families and recognise which letters belong to each 

family. Write notes to describe a forest setting. 

  Wednesday: Looking at reading comprehension about the story The Last Wolf and answering questions 

linked to the story. (use any traditional tale about Red Riding Hood as an alternative text) 

 Thursday:  Letter formation revising handwriting families and recognise which letters belong to each 

family. Write simple sentences about the story. 

 Friday : Spelling check and Phonics play games. Spelling shed games.  

 Friday: Reading. Phonics reading books. Share a story at bedtime. Spelling checklist. 

 

Maths: 
Monday: Subtraction - finding the difference (first part of sheet) 
Tuesday: Subtraction-finding the difference (second part of sheet) 
Wednesday: Subtraction-comparing addition and subtraction statements 
Thursday: Subtraction counting back 
Friday: Subtraction-counting back. 
Homework Try to learn to write the words for the numbers to ten or up to twenty for a challenge. 

Year 1 home learning:  

Week beginning  

9th   November 
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